Hard Times
f King Coal
]^ According to the Bureau of Mines statistics, more men have died in mine
\ti disasters since the passage of the reforms than before.
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HE SO-CALLED coal mine safety
"reforms" are a mean trick on
the men who slave in the pits
of Appalachia. According to the Bureau of Mines statistics, more men have
died in mine disasters since the passage
of the reforms than before. (Between
April 1 and November 16, 1970, 133
men died in coal mines. This compares
with 116 deaths for the comparable
period a year ago.) Since the big Consolidated Coal disaster, there have
been 15,755 injuries in the mines. None
of these figures include the explosion
in Kentucky, which might not have occurred had not the federal inspectors
been on their Christmas break.
In Kentucky, state health officials report miners breathe 67 times the maximum amount of coal dust declared to
be safe by federal law. A recent study
of West Virginia coal mining practices
by J. Davitt McAteer and a group
of West Virginia University students
shows that coal operators routinely ignore safety requirements. The state inspectors are regarded as buffoons, and
even if they write up safety violations,
there are no penalties. Federal inspectors are well regarded by miners, but
held in contempt by the mine owners.
When a federal inspector comes by to
inspect a mine, he is likely to find no
way of getting around the works because the owners have disappeared with
all means of transportation. Consolidated Coal Co., the biggest operator in
the East and now a subsidiary of Con-
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tinental Oil, owns the Mannington
mine, where 78 men died in 1968. This
company repeatedly flouts the law.
Most recently Consolidated has manipulated its operations along the Pennsylvania-West Virginia border so that
mine entrances will open from the West
Virginia side, where the state mine
safety laws are less strict.
As McAteer points out, there is a
15 per cent profit in coal mining in
West Virginia, and that is in large part
due to the subsidies afforded the industry by the federal and state government, created by slack law enforcement
which makes it possible for coal operators to run their mines with little attention to the safety of the workers, and
under general working conditions widely regarded as the worst in the world.
The 15 per cent profit is drained off
by the big chemical and oil companies
which now largely own the coal firms.
Most of the money goes out of Appalachia, leaving the state of West Virginia
virtually broke.
Meanwhile, the Social Security Administration, charged with making disability payments to miners with black
lung disease, has thrown up unbelievably harsh standards to prevent sick
miners and their dependents from benefiting from the Federal Coal Mine
Health & Safety Act. Miners are told
they must work ten years underground
to become eligible. SS officials insist on
X-rays to prove black lung, even though
X-rays are widely questioned as the sole
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means of determining black lung. Widows seeking benefits are required to furnish a death certificate ascribing death
to a lung disease—an unrealistic expectation when a miner may never
have been treated for a lung condition.
The SS is denying most black lung
claims in the depressed coal heartland
of Kentucky. Fifty-seven per cent of all
claims were denied, compared to 22
per cent for the rest of the U.S. Less
than a quarter of all claims from this
region have been decided.
With unemployment running 30 per
cent in Appalachian coal towns, the Interior Department announced a $675,000 "pilot effort" to establish a "miner
training program" to alleviate an "increasingly serious mining manpower
shortage." Coal Patrol, a bi-weekly
newsletter which follows the machinations of the business, quoted Benjamin
L. Hunton, the Bureau of Mines education director, as saying he would make
a special effort to attract "the Chicane
population, migrant farm workers in
states like Alabama and Georgia, and
Cuban refugees." Hunton went on to
say the industry was too poor to run its
own training programs and needed federal assistance. In addition, the Bureau of Mines hoped to recruit some of
the new workers for metal mining in
Montana, where, as luck would have
it, the Labor Department has just finished retraining surplus metal miners
for other occupations.

Announcing America's first (and only)
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"Not available from dealers, wholesalers, retail book establishments
or their representatives or sales agents.
• C O M P U T E R REGISTERED in bearer's name
for life {or until de-registration is requested).
• ENTITLES BEARER to purchase from us at
full card discounts any book in print sold in
any bookstore in the United States or its Territories or listed anywhere in the American
Book Club MASTER RATE CATALOG &
GUIDE TO U.S. PUBLISHERS <&. WHOLESALE BOOK OUTLETS. (See Footnote 1 for
Cardholder's discount schedule of up to 81%
off original publishers' prices.)
• T H I S DISCOUNT PRIVILEGE INCLUDES
all best sellers such as Future Shock, The
Sensuous Woman, Papillon, Everything You
Alwiays Wanted to Know About Sex, Body
Language, Ball Four, Sexual Politics, Inside
the Third Reich, Love Story, The Wall Street
Jungle, Human Sexual Inadequacy, etc.; as well
as all fiction and non-fiction; all cookbooks;
all scientific and technical books; all political,
historical, business and financial, biographical,
religious, philosophical, art, even reference
•works, unabridged dictionaries,
encyclopedia
sets and professional books. No exclusions.
• T H I S DISCOUNT PRIVILEGE ALSO INCLUDES books of all major publishers such as
Random House, Knopf, Doubleday, Harper &
Row, Simon <fe Shuster, Harvard University
Press, Grove Press, etc. Even rare or "specialist" houses. No exclusions.
• ACCEPTING T H I S CARD involves absolutely
no obligation or commitment to purchase anything, at any time, for any reason.
• COMPLETE COST of all the ALL-BOOK/
ALL-PUBLISHER
DISCOUNT CARD, with
full privileges, is $5. There are no other charges.
This one-time Registration Fee is good for life.
You need never renew or pay another fee. (See
Footnote 2.)
HOW TO ORDER AT FULL CARD DISCOUNTS

Simply look up selection(s) you want at discounts
up to 81% in the Club's MASTER RATE CATALOG & GUIDE TO U.S. PUBLISHERS &
WHOLESALE BOOK OUTLETS (provided free
with card; see description below) and note the
order number listed beside each book.
Or, you may prefer to order a book currently
offered by some other book club (that, too, is
perfectly all right). Or feel free to request any
book reviewed or advertised in any publication or
sold in any bookstore. Then —simply send in your
order.
HOW MUCH YOU SAVE IN DOLLARS AND CENTS
If you order at the maximum discount of 8 1 % ,
then the price you may have formerly paid for
only one book will now bring you up to five
books. Or, said another way: five $5.95 books,
originally published at $29.75, might now be purchased (through your card) for as litde as $5.96.
At total difference of $23.79. In any event, no
cardholder will ever pay full price for any
item purchased with his card.
Here are some typical orders processed by our
IBM-S/360 computers during a typical week.
(Note: No comment, criticism or endorsement

of any book, publisher or author is implied or
intended. Prices subject to change.)

Card
Price
Title
Pub. at
GLOSSARY OF THE CONSTRUCTION,
ORIGIN & USE OF ARMS & ARMOR $50.00 . $ 9.95
AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY
6.93
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
9.00
9.93
BIRDS OF PREY OF THE WORLD
25.00
COMPLETE PIANO MUSIC OF
19.89
BEETHOVEN, 21 stereo LPs, boxed .100.00
5.89
JAMES BEARD OUTDOOR COOKBOOK . 12.50
COWLES COMPREHENSIVE
9.95
ENCYCLOPEDIA, 3 vols, unabridged 40<.00
3.98
DICTIONARY OF ECOLOGY
10.00
HANDBOOK OF PRESCRIPTION DRUGS
5.00
2.33
(cont'd top of next col.)
FOOTNOTE 1 Club's MASTER RATE CATALOG & GUIDE
TO U.S. PUBLISHERS & WHOLESALE BOOK OUTLETS
is sent free with your card. Cardholders discount
schedule: 75% of all titles in CATALOG are 50% to
8 1 % below original publisher's prices; 18% of titles
are 2 0 % or more below original publisher's prices.
Even books not listed in MASTER RATE CATALOG may
be ordered at discounts up to 10% provided they are
still in print. You are also entitled to request, at
slight additional cost, the Master Catalog of British
Books and —if you so desire —to order any and all
British books in print, as well as obtain price quotations and bibliographic searches for research and
scholarly purposes.
FOOTNOTE 2 Your $5 Registration Fee (which, incidentally, cardholders generally "amortize" many
times over on their first order alone) helps, defray
cost of respondent materials, acquisition, ahd programming your name and order-number into battery
of IBM-S/360 computers comprising new Computer
Control Center which can store over IV2 BILLION
characters of information, scan and process book
orders at rate of TWO MILLION CHARACTERS PER
MINUTE. Currently servicing orders for more than
150,000 booklovers, it is the only such facility of
its kind in existence.
FOOTNOTE 3 Cardholders receive only genuine publisher's editions. Conventional book clubs often send
members "club editions" — i.e. special "economy"
printings using cheaper paper, smaller type, flimsier
bindings. Our discounts are never achieved this way.
All books are publishers' editions, brand new and
bindery fresh - the same item selling for full price
in the "bookstore around the corner"

! FREE WITH
YOUR CARD
!
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COMPUTER CONTROL CENTER
Currently serving 150.000 booklovats. it bypasses conventional retail
bookstores. Shares savings of our
"direct-from-publisher" ordering
with cardholders through MASTER
RATE CATALOG & GUIDE TO U.S. PUBLISHERS & WHOLESALE BOOK OUTLETS, (75% of all titles listed in
MASTER RATE CATALOG are 50% to
8L%
below original publisher's
prices.) Also permits cardholders (if
they wish) to order any British books
m print for additional service charge.

Club's MASTER RATE CATALOG &
GUIDE TO U.S. PUBLISHERS &
WHOLESALE BOOK OUTLETS (unobtamable outside book trade except
for cardholders) includes all subject categories: best sellers, fielion and non-fiction, reference
works, encyclopedias, unabridged
dictionaries, multi-volume sets.
publisher specials, remainders,
options, etc., at up to 8 1 % BELOW original publishers' prices.
Breakdown: approximately 75%
of titles in MASTER RATE CATALOG priced 50% to 8 1 % Ijelow
orig. pub. prices; approximately
18% of titles priced 20% or more
below orig. pub. prices, Cardholders never pay full price.
MASTER RATE CATALOG remains
yours free, without obligation,
even if you later decide to return
your card for a refund.

COMPLETE SYMPHONIES OF MOZART,
15 stereo LPs, boxed
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ASTItOLOGY
THE MEMOIRS OF CASANOVA, 6 vols..
LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
MYTHOLOGY
PICTURE BOOK OF SEXUAL LOVE: A
PHOTOGRAPHIC GUIDE
THE NEW WEBSTER ENCYCLOPEDIC
DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE
EARLY AMERICAN HERB RECIPES
COMPLETE ORGAN MUSIC OF BACH,
18 stereo LPs, boxed
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE ARTS
FINE ART OF CHINESE COOKING
STAMP COLLECTOR'S ENCYCLOPEDIA
COMPLETE ILLUSTRATED BOOK
OF YOGA
THE COMPLETE BOOK OF CHEESE
HISTORY OF MAGIC & THE

SUPERNATURAL

75.00... 19.95
10.00... 2.98
30.00 ... 7.89
18.00...

9.89

15.00...

9.95

40.00...
10.00 ...

9.94
2.98

80.00... 19.94
15.00 ... 4.9G
4..00 ... 1.00
10.00 .. 2.98
10.00 .
5.00 . .

2.49
1.98

10.00... 5.89

HOW THESE LARGE DISCOUNTS ARE ACHIEVED

Your orders need not pass through a conventional
bookstore. Our Computer Control Center and
large-volume purchasing helps slash the costs and
'*mark-ups" of normal book distribution procedures. Resultant savings are passed on to cardholders as discounts of up to 81% oflf original
publisher's prices shown in MASTER RATE
CATALOG. (See Footnote 3.)
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED OR MONEY REFUNDED

If for any reason you feel your card is not as
valuable as we have led you to believe (or even
if you have simply changed your mind), you are
free to return it within 10 days for a full refund
of your Registration Fee. (Please tear card in
half before returning.) Naturally, any book you
purchase with your card must also satisfy you
completely or you may return it for a full refund
— no questions asked.
To apply for an A L L - B O O K / A L L - P U B LISHER DISCOUNT CARD, complete and mail
the form below. (Should your application not* be
approved, your Registration Fee will be returned
to you at once.) Mail form to ALL-BOOK/ALLPUBLISHER DISCOUNT CARD, American
Book Club, Hazleton, Pa. 18201.

APPLICATION FORM
Mail

lo: ALL-BOOK/ALL-PUBLISHER DISCOUNT CARD
A m e r i c a n B o o k C l u b , H a z l e t o n , Pa. 18201

Please send a registered ALL-BOOK/ALL-PUBLISHER DISCOUNT CARD in my name. (Also forward Club's MASTER
RATE CATALOG & GUIDE TO U.S. PUBLISHERS & WHOLESALE BOOK OUTLETS free of extra charge.) I understand that
accepting this card does not obligate me to buy anything. But it
does entitle me to order books from MASTER RATE CATALOG
at discounts up to 81% off orig. pub. prices, plus shipping. Enclosed is my one-time Registration Fee of only $5. There are no
other charges for the rest of my life. If not satisfied, I am free
to return card within 10 days for a full refund of my Registration
Fee. But MASTER RATE CATALOG will be mine lo keep free,
whether I decide to remain a cardholder or not.
n My $5 fee end.or Q Chge. My Master Chge. #
.Initial
here. I am not a
boolc dealer, and
• w i l l not resell
Address
books purchased
_^___ w i t h card at a
City
State
Zip
higher price.
• / / your card is lost or stolen please notify American Book Club
at above address without delay.
223
Name
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Green Revolution
"; ^ There is considerable speculation as to whether through our exports of
":^' i diseased corn we are spreading the blight around the world.

T

HE SOUTHERN com leaf blight,
which already has severely damaged the U.S. corn crop, could
cause an ecological nightmare abroad.
This blight occurs because seed companies push a type of hybrid corn characterized by cytoplasmic male sterility,
far cheaper to produce than other types
of corn. Its susceptibility to blight has
long been knovrti.
Development of a hybrid corn involves the crossing of inbred lines. In
seed production, one of the seed parents must be prevented from producing pollen. Before introduction of the
use of male sterile cytoplasm, this was
done by hiring crews of laborers to remove tassels, the male part of the corn
plant, which produce pollen. The male
sterile lines have tassels but don't produce pollen, and consequently eliminate the expense of hiring laborers for
detassling.
The great bulk of U.S. corn is of the
T-cytoplasm kind. While the blight was
observed in the strain as long as ten
years ago in the Philippines, it had
not occurred widely in the United
States. Then, last spring, it broke out in
Georgia and spread like a plague across
the Middle West, and from Texas up
into southern Ontario. According to
the U.S. Agriculture Department, corn
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yields in 1970 declined by ten per cent
to 4.1 billion bushels. In some states the
effects are much more severe. Illinois,
for instance, estimates 30 per cent of
the crop is ruined. While seed companies are working to produce a blightresistant seed, they will not be ready by
this spring. This year the blight is expected to become worse and to begin
to cause major effects. Reduction in the
corn harvest will have an effect on our
economy and can cause grave ramifications in poor nations.
Because of the reduced corn yields,
corn futures are moving higher. Corn
is a major feed for cattle and hogs. With
feed prices going up, hog production is
expected to decline, and pork prices
will begin to move up. Cattle will be
shifted from corn feed, which will affect the leanness of the meat and its
price in consumer markets.
The U.S. supplies nearly one quarter
of feed grains for the world livestock
markets, and hence reduction in the
corn harvest here may reduce the
amounts in the foreign markets—and
that, in turn, will affect the types of livestock raised abroad and the quality of
that meat.
There are now indications that the
Southern corn leaf blight is transmitted
within the corn seed. (Recent research

at the Universities of Illinois and Georgia and at Purdue suggests this to be the
case.) The U.S. exports 46.8 million
pounds of seed corn worth $4.7 milUon
a year to the rest of the world. We are
the largest exporter of seeds in the
world. As a result there is considerable
speculation as to whether through our
exports of diseased seed corn we are
spreading the blight around the world.
This blight is now occurring in Japan,
the Phihppines, Africa and Latin America. Agriculturalists from other countries are urgently asking for advice. Experts in Australia and New Zealand,
where the blight has not yet broken out,
are asking experts here whether they
should not treat imported U.S. seed
corn as poison. The effect in Thailand,
where all seed corn comes from the
U.S., could be serious.
In the meantime, agricultural researchers are confident they will develop a resistant strain of corn, and
the seed companies have reverted to
hand-detassUng other strains of corn.
In order to produce inexpensive seed
corn for U.S. farmers, the seed firms
grow the seeds in poor countries of
Latin America, where it can be detassled cheaply and then shipped to the
United States.

World Spy
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Two British industrialists told a Conservative Party Seminar that the U.S.
employed satellites for economic espionage.

ASA's INSANE PLAN tO O r b i t

an

earth resources technology
satelUte at a cost of $100 million is becoming an embarrassment to
the government and has caused an international quarrel.
Current plans are to orbit one satellite in 1972, and another the year after.
The idea is for the satelUte to take pictures of the world from 500 miles up.
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and thereby provide detailed information on crop diseases, mineral resources, snow run-offs, etc. But scientists doubt whether the camera will be
very effective from 500 miles up. The
leading opponent of the scheme, Amrom Katz, a RAND consultant, argues
it would be far less expensive to take
pictures by airplane than satellite. He
claims airplane pictures would cost
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$0.43 per square mile, as compared to
the satellite cost of $7.60.
NASA caused an international controversy in proposing the scheme. Two
British industrialists, Pardoe of Hawker-Siddeley and O'Hagan of Standard
Telephone & Cable, told a Conservative
Party seminar that the U.S. employed
satellites for economic espionage. The
French journal Air et Cosmos, in noting
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Henry Miller's
Andy Warhol's
EVENTS made by Fred Baker is about a young
filmmaker who must make some stag films to
raise money.
Here is the full script with over 100 photos
from the hit film. EVENTS shows a series of
actual happenings as the filmmaker, his young
girl friendand assorted GreenwichVillage companions make a pornographic movie. "A climactic orgy sequence whioh shatters the few
remaining theatrical sex pix conventions."
(Variety)

BLUE MOVIE
BLUE MOVIE set new box office records in
New York's Greenwicti Village before it was
raided by New York City police, an almost unheard of censorship in this day and age. Here
is first publication of complete text and over
100 pictures from this film. As Archer Winston
said in-the New York Post, "Warhol shows
what the Swedes and Danes won't or can't."

Yes,
take not one, but all three of these lavishly illustrated new film
books FREE as our Anniversary Gift to celebrate a new phase of the
exciting cultural explosion we are living in.
Now you, too, can enjoy each month ". . . one of the most important
literary periodicals
in the U.S." (NEWSWEEK), bringing you the most
adult—the most literate—the most exciting and meaningful writing,
theatre and art on today's cultural scene. Every issue Is. a fresh experience, filled with the work of the most gifted writers, artists, playwrights, and filmmakers in the world today. Especially exciting things
have been happening in the world of films as today's moviemakers open
up new doors to awareness of our lives and the world around us and
help breal< down outdated concepts of what is "permissible." Over
300,000 readers of EVERGREEN (grown from 25,000 just three years
ago) are provoked, stimulated and delighted each month with such
articles and features as these, drawn from recent issues;
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WOODSTOCK—A conversation with two "genuine freak" moviemakers—Director Michael Wadleigh and Cameraman Bob M a u r i c e discussing the making of the film and its near massacre in Hollywood's meat grinder.
BILLY GRAHAM AND FRIEND-The hard-to-believe scene of the
preacher advising the President of the U.S. on questions of state.
OH! CALCUTTA! Two short plays from the startling hit "entertainment" with eye-filling on-stage photographs.
MARIJUANA AND SEX—A University Professor reports on astonishing interviews with 200 users.
ELDRIOGE CLEAVER RAPS-A no-holds barred Interview with the
Black Panther Minister of Information.
THE NEW EROTICISM—A noted art critic surveys and illustrates the
new sexuality in the world of painting, sculpture and dance.
EASY RIDER—Behind-the-scenes conversation with Dennis Hopper,
co-author, director, co-star of the film smash of the year.
THE BEARD—the full text of the sensational "funny, fast and authentically outrageous brilliant little monster of a play." (Newsweek)
EP (EPIDERMAL) ART—Six colorful pages of eight fantastic females
illustrating this wild art form.
I WAS CURIOUS—Excerpts from the diary of this sensational Swedish film kept by the Director.

•
•
•

QUIET UAYS IN GLICHY
Combine Henry Miller's million-copy bestseller
with a major movie and include 75 movie stills
and you have a marvelousiy readable and stimulating version of a classic work suppressed
in this country for many years. "One of the
freshest, tunniest movies in many a year. It
will run into censorship trouble galore ... After
this Danish film, all shot-from-the-hip porno
will seem tame." (Variety)
/

WHITE WOMAN-BLACK M A N - J u l i u s Lester talks first with the wife,
then with the husband, to provide a moving picture of a mixed
marriage.
A FRENCHMAN LOOKS AT EROTICA-Alain Robbe-Grillet, one of
France's most distinguished novelists, expresses his intriguing
views on everything sexual from Kinsey to Cardinale.
CONFESSIONS OF A HIPPIE—An exclusive interview telling it like it
is on the hippie s c e n e . . . s e x , drugs, babies, homosexuality.

AND MORE, MORE, MORE!
Exciting? Yes. Provocative? Yes. Fresh and literate? Yes. Why miss out
on the Evergreen Review explosion? Take advantage of this introductory subscription at the low rate of only $9 for the next year—12 issues
at a saving of $3 from the newsstand price. And at the same time, you
receive the three exciting books shown here as your FREE BONUS.
There never was a better time to see the new monthly Evergreen Review.

PLUS FREE CLUB MEMBERSHIP
— You also receive full benefits of membership in the Evergreen
Club, the only Club of its kind that makes available honest, powerful, adult books which may never show up at your corner bookstore. Members never have to buy any book ever, but if they do,
they benefit from unusually low Club prices. Your membership is
completely free.

EVERGREEN REVIEW
214 Mercer Street, New York, N.Y. 10012

R-19

Gentlemen: i wish to take advantage of your offer which entitles
me to one year (12 issues) of Evergreen Review at the low rate of
$9 (saves 25% fro.m the newsstand price). I'll also receive as a
Gift one copy each of Events, Blue Movie, and Quiet Days in
Clichy. In addition, I am to receive all benefits of Evergreen Club
Membership with no obligation to buy any book ever.
SPECIAL BONUS OFFER! If you enclose payment now, you will
receive a free copy of a 4th book, Without A Stitch.
• Enclosed is my checl< for $9
• Please bill me
Name
Address
City

!

State

Zip

1 1 SAVE $2 more: Check here if you prefer 2 years (24 issues) at only
1—i $16 (an extra saving of $2}—plus all free books as above.

______-_-^^___^:i:.:i;__
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these statements, declared, "According
to these two specialists, 'There is absolutely no doubt that the Americans are
utilizing photographs taken from satellites in order to delimit the terrestrial zones which would justify prospecting for minerals and oils.' To support this thesis Mr. Pardoe cites the surprising success achieved by the American prospecting company in North Africa and the Middle East in zones which
no one long had thought of up until
then.
"Mr. O'Hagan goes even further,
since he declares, 'Americans have pur-

chased in foreign countries, lands containing mineral riches based on information furnished by photographs from
satellites for the study of terrestrial resources.' Mr. Pardoe, for his part, affirmed that only 13 photos of the 8000
taken during the flight of Apollo 7 have
been published as of now, the others
having been classified because of their
too great resolution."
Air et Cosmos continues, "One certain fact is that up until now satellites
for the study of terrestrial resources
fly over—or have flown over—a great
part of the globe, but that they are not

controlled in any way by the countries
flown over. The only controlling authority is the one who puts them in orbit;
and it's only that one which decides to
communicate to the third country, information received of interest on a national scale."
In an effort to squirm out of this
mess, NASA is said to have offered the
earth resources satellite to the World
Bank in hopes that it might organize
a Comsat-type world organization to
run the operation. However, officials at
the bank are reported to be skeptical.

Savings (?) Bonds
"If you consider redemption vs. sales, you'll see how futile those bond drives are.
Redemptions are higher than Savings Bond people let on."

S

ELLING FivE-and-a-half per cent
bonds in an eight per cent
money market during six per
cent inflation has got to be tough. And
it's tougher still when you consider
that right down the hall from the Savings Bond department, the U.S. Treasury is issuing the real, genuine government securities, now yielding about
eight per cent to the smart-money set
—those business and community leaders touting the five per cent bonds
among the common folk.
But the Savings Bond people say
their annual flag-waving in the face of
the highest money rates since the Civil
War is going swimmingly. They hope
to raise $5 billion in low-cost money
this year.
Patriotic employers who push the
payroll deduction plan among their
workers account for nearly threefourths of the bond sales. In Baltimore,
General Motors set a company goal
of 90 per cent "participation," and
nearly 95 per cent of the assembly
employees signed up.
Presumably the company didn't indicate that it would be cheaper for
employees to borrow from the credit
union and buy eight per cent bonds.
Nor did GM's patriotic blurb mention
how many G M executives are investing their spare change in Savings
Bonds.
And in recent years Middle Americans have been given a special Middle-

American reason for buying Savings
Bonds: a pseudo beauty contest, complete with free trip to Florida.
The Treasury—abetted by a car
manufacturer and a Florida developer
—designates one family in each state
as an "All-American family." Fifty
lucky families then travel to Florida,
where one housewife is crowned Mrs.
U.S. Savings Bonds amid much patriotic ballyhoo. Specific criteria for picking the winner are rather vague—the
chief attribute apparently being the inner beauty a woman manifests through
her devotion to Savings Bonds.
"The Savings Bond People are making a valiant effort," says a spokesman
for the Treasury's securities department. "They're couching their pitch
in patriotic slogans."
The two branches are friendly competitors in the money marketplace. The
securities people, however, paid 7.34
per cent when they went to the market
last year. And a government security
will—right now—yield an investor
more than eight per cent per annum
if held to maturity. At midsummer
some yields surpassed 8.25 per cent.
"If you consider redemption versus
sales," the securities specialist says,
"you'll see how futile those bond drives
really are. Redemptions are a lot higher than the Savings Bond people like
to let on.
"But I guess the income really is
important to the government. It's cheap
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money at five per cent."
There are many other federal employees who think even less of the
bonds. The government's annual inhouse shakedown traditionally incites
cries of "intimidation."
The Savings Bond people have a wide
gamut of pitches, depending on whom
they're addressing. To the employers
they send a flyer entitled "Thrift Is a
Stable Employee." It continues:
"Stability of employment remains
a requisite for industrial prosperity.
Stability requires security, which is
sure to involve saving and the American tradition of thrift. Most employees
of industry want to save money. Many
of them do—sometimes regularly and
systematically; more often, rarely or
sporadically. Far too many don't save
at all. Yet, there is a way to save. Regularly. Systematically. Painlessly. Safely. The employee simply signs up for
the Payroll Savings Plan . . . the plan
that has brought financial assurance to
millions of Americans since 1941. . . .
Enlightened self-interest by far-sighted
industrial management has long since
recognized the fact that a thrifty employee is a stable employee."
Included in one of the sales gambits
is a bond promotional film featuring a
"behavioral scientist" who presents a
rationale for the bond buyer. Weekly
saving, he says, involves 52 decisions,
one each week. Much better, he advises, to make one commitment: sign

First price is Publisher's List; boldface shows M e m b e r ' s Price.
734. WELUNGTON: THE YEARS
OF THE SWORD B)' Elizabeth Longford. Intimate details gleaned from
family archives by a descendent of
Wellington's wife provide a mythshattering characterization of The
Iron Duke.
$10.00/$7.50

757. GEORGE WASHINGTON
AND THE NEW NATION: 1783-93
(Volume III) By James Thomas
Flexner. A moving portrait of Washington, in debt and poor health, sacrificing retirement to help lead America
toward unity and stability.
$12.50/$8.50
460. HITLER: A STUDY IN TYRANNY By Alan Bullock. The definitive work.
$10.00/$6.9S
657. THE CREATION OF THE
AMERICAN REPUBUC, 1776-1787
By Gordon S. Wood. The evolution of
American political thought from 1776
to the making of the Constitution.
Bancroft Award winner. $15.00/$9.95
543. ANQENT EUROPE By Stuart
Piggott. From 6000 B.C. to the
Roman era, a fascinating survey of
prehistoric barbarian Europe. 194
illustrations.
$10.00/$7.50
726. A HISTORY OF THE AFRICAN
PEOPLE By Robert W. July. Their
richly complicated history, ancient to
present times. Highly readable. Filled
with facts, not special pleading.
$15.00/$8.95
677.

WITCHCRAFT AT S A U M By

Chadwick Hansen. A fresh, objective
reinterpretation of the original documents.
$6.95/$5.75
6 0 7 . FROM SLAVERY TO FREEDOM: A Hbtory of Negro Americans

By John Hope Franklin. A top-ranking historian traces the Negroes'
course from African origins to contemfK)rary North and South America.
$12.00/$7.40
671. MEDIEVAL HISTORY: The Life
ond Death of a Civilixatjon (2nd
Edition) By Norman F. Cantor. A
lucid, lively and readable book on the
total history of the middle ages.
$10.95/$8.50

762. GOO'S ENGUSHAAAN: OLIVER CROMWEU AND THE ENGUSH
REVOLUTION By Christopher Hill.
An amazingly objective "warts and
all" analysis of Cromwell's problems,
opinions, failings and accomplishments that puis his place in history
into proper perspective. $7.95/$6.75

621. THE INDIAN HERITAGE OF
AMERICA By Alvin M. Josephy, Jr.
The history, archaeology, and ethnology of all Indian cultures in the
Americas since the Ice Age.
$10.00/$6.95
764. THE LOST CRUSADE: AMERICA IN VIETNAM£:v Chester Cooper.
A State Department official's inside
analysis of America's involvement in
Vietnam, the mistakes we made
there, and the ways we might be able
to get out.
$12.00/$7.95

645. THE GREAT TERROR: Stalin's
Purge of the Thirties By Robert

Winner of Pulitzer Prize
o n d Notionol Book A w a r d

554. THE TRIAL OF THE GERMANS:
Nuremberg, 1945-46 By Eugene

Davidson.
Twenty-two
brilliant
studies of the war criminals which
build a total picture of Nazi
Germany.
$12.50/$8.95
369.

THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR By

Hugh Thomas. A spellbinder —the
complete history of the grim "dress
rehearsal for World War Two."
$12.50/$8.50
661. A HISTORY OF THE VIKINGS
By Gwyn Jo nes. Thet r progress
traced from prehistory to 1066, from
Russia and Constantinople to North
America.
$9.75/$6.95
687. ANTI-INTELLECTUAUSM IN
AMERICAN UFE By Richard HoJstadter. America's historical suspicion of intellectuals —its roots
and meaning. Pulitzer Prize winner.
$7.95/$5.95

T H E H I S T O R Y B O O K C L U B • Stamford,

Conn.

06904

689. THE ANQENT MEDITERRANEAN By Michael Grant. The
first truly modern account bringing
together history, geography, archeology, and the arts to reconstruct life
on the Mediterranean shores from
the first traces of man to the fall of
Rome.
$8.95/$6.75
751. ASSASSINATION OF JOHN F.
KENNEDY: The Reasons Why By
Albert H. Newman. The result of
six years of research—a rigorously
objective inquiry into the great unanswered question of Oswald's motive.
$J0.0O/$7.75

T h r e e g o o d r e a s o n s to join T h e History B o o k C l u b :
Dramatic savings. As a trial member, you can save over 50% on
your choice of the finest works of history and world affairs—more
than 130 titles to choose from each month.
Liberal bonus plan. You are free to select your bonus books from
our entire list...no restrictions as in most clubs. After trial membership, you earn a bonus certificate with every four books you
purchase.
Exceptional quality. The History Book Club always brings you new
volumes identical with or superior to original publishers' editions
...never economy "book club" reprints.

Conquest. The grim and ruthless
campaign, its arrests, its interrogations, the mass slaughter and their
effects on Russian life and culture.
$9.95/$7.40

700. HUEY LONG By T. Harry
Williams. BufToon, menace, dictator
—yet voice of an authentic American radicalism. The first full-length
study of his life,
$12.50/$7.95

746. EMPIRE OF THE STEPPES: A
History of Central Asia By Rene'
Grousset. The great French historical
account of the Mongolian and Turkish invasions in its first English
translation.
$17.50/$9.95

ENROLL NOW TO RECEIVE UP TO $47.50
WORTH OF FINE BOOKS FOR ONLY 990
T H E HISTORY BOOK CLUB, Stamford, Conn. 0 6 9 0 4
Please send the introductory package of books indicated below. Bill me 99c
for the three. At the same time, send the membership book I have also indicated and bill me for it at the low Member's Price.
I understand that I may return the books within 2 weeks if I am not
delighted with them and that their returri will automatically cancel my membership. Otherwise I shall complete my Trial Membership by purchasing 4
more selections during the coming year from among more than 150 offered at
money-saving Member's Prices each month in the Club Review. 1 may choose
any of these mstead of the Editor's Choiccor no book at all, simply by returning the reply card which accompanies the Review.
Completion of my Trial Membership will entitle me to choose a Bonus
Book for every 4 books I purchase thereafter.
(NOTE: A small postage and packing charge is added to each shipment.)
Fill in numbers of your Ihree introductory books, 990 for all three

Fill in number of your
choice at member's price

Name-

(please print)
AddressCity-

- State-.

-Zip-

In Canada, same savings. Shipment of books and all services
will be handled within Canada. Bonus plan differs slightly.
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the payroll savings card.
The Savings Bond people reluctantly
admit their low-brow pitch. "We've
never said, 'Look, we'll make you
rich,' " says one official. "But we say,
'We'll offer you a good way to save
your money and take the pain away.'
"We derive 70 per cent of our sales
from payroll deductions. We're dealing with the guy who wouldn't save
normally, the guy who can't afford to
save."
Actually, there may be more method
in the Treasury's "savings" pitch than
meets the eye. Government bonds securities have traditionally been sold in
$1000 denominations, but last March
the Treasury cut the average wageearner out of the Treasury Bill market
by upping its lowest denomination to
$10,000.

The Treasury blamed a lack of computerization for its inability to shuffle
papers fast enough to keep proper
track of the short-term obligations. But
lack of computers hasn't hindered the
Savings Bond people; they've had it
for years.
Also unavailable to the man in the
street is the tax-exempt municipal bond
—cherished haven for the rich man's
money. The smallest denomination
available is $1000, in lots of five. A
study by economist Robert Lampman
revealed that in 1953 the upper one
per cent of America's wealthy held
100 per cent of these bonds.
And beyond the Treasury's issues,
there's a host of other government and
quasi-govemment agencies marketing
bonds with yields recently hovering
around eight per cent. The Federal

National Mortgage Association and
the Home Loan Bank, for instance,
are continually going to the money
market. And these agency issues are
backed by the U.S. government, and
ultimately the Treasury.
An old trick among bond buyers is
to list them in the names of their
spouses and children, cutting the Internal Revenue out of its share of the
interest. This year, the Savings Bond
people have "discovered" this dodge.
They're busy telling prospective bond
buyers to buy bonds in their baby's
name on the presumption he won't
earn enough to pay taxes.
Beating the IRS branch of the Treasury isn't normal Treasury policy—but
then, it's good business.

lost $3 million. • Bella Abzug, the
new congresswoman from New York,
offended the propriety of the House
on her first visit there by wearing a
hat. When an assistant to the doorkeeper asked her to remove the hat,
Abzug declared, "Tell the doorkeeper
to go fuck himself." • According to
J. Edgar Hoover, the FBI has "recruited 50 per cent of our 1000 new
agents from the officer corps in Vietnam." Army Times quotes the FBI
chief as saying, "You get a man who
has been in command of men and he
has to use good judgment. They all
have to be above average in personal
appearance. You won't find long hair
or sideburns a la Namath here. There
are no hippies." • At Fort Bragg,
North Carolina, in the fall of 1970,
the Army launched a highly publicized
anti-drug program. Operation Awareness, whereby addicts could get medical attention without facing prosecution. Of the first 69 volunteers, 4
have been cured, 10 are still receiving
treatment and 55 have dropped out.
• Some 500,000 veterans are unemployed at present, despite the Army's
highly publicized training and placement services (which channel men
primarily into police and defense
jobs). It turns out that the same superpatriot businessmen who cheer "our

boys" in Vietnam despise them back
home. Take, for example, the New
York State Chamber of Commerce.
It has just published a pamphlet,
"Drug Abuse As a Business Problem,"
advising members not to hire vets.
The pamphlet begins, bluntly: "With
the spread of drug abuse in schools
and among the armed forces in Vietnam, it would be unrealistic for business to assume it could recruit from
these markets and not risk bringing
drug abuse, narcotic addicts and pushers into companies, despite all the
sophisticated screening tests available."
• That general who received a Silver
Star for valor he never displayed in
Vietnam isn't the only American
soldier to be so rewarded. The Army
seems to have a policy of giving out
more medals, as military success (and
morale) dwindles. In 1968, some
437,000 medals of various kinds were
awarded; in the first eight months of
1970, with fewer troops performing
fewer missions and a lower injury
rate (i.e., fewer "Purple Hearts"), the
number of medals was up to 486,000!
In the case of colonels and generals
being decorated, the actual pinningon-the-chest is not usually done in
front of formation these days, because
the troops have taken to laughing.

— J O H N PHILLIPS

Mayday
• Most government departments now
provide broadcasters with special numbers which they can call day or night
for recordable messages from high officials on timely events. Thus, one can
get Romney on volunteerism, or Laird
on body counts, direct for the local
audience. While broadcasters loathe
this gimmicky propaganda technique,
stations are playing the records more
often as they cut back on news staff.
The Democratic National Committee,
which pioneered the recording scheme
in 1964, now offers a special "Black
Voices" record for black stations. It
features well-known black Democrats
mouthing the Party line. • Senator
Lee Metcalf s recent investigation of
university finances provides detailed
analysis of university involvement in
corporate activities. Harvard's interties with Middle South Utilities
through Treasurer George Bennett
are well known. There are others:
Howard Butcher, the financier who
took such an interest in promoting
the Penn-Central merger, also is a
University of Pennsylvania trustee
and head of the university's investment committee. Against other professional advice Butcher insisted on
sinking $4 million of U of Penn funds
into the Penn-Central Co. By the
time the university bailed out, it had
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Wladyslaw Gomulka

Mieczyslaw Moczar

Exit Gomulka
F

OR WLADYSLAW GOMULKA,

the

wheel of history may appear to
have come full circle: The former boss of Poland and of its ruling
party was swept to his exalted position,
which he held for 14 years, on a wave
of violence, demonstrations and streetfighting; another wave of riots and disorders has now swamped and engulfed
him irredeemably. But here the parallel
ends, for "violence has many faces."
On June 28, 1956, in Poznan, an industrial town in western Poland, workers spontaneously poured out of their
factories into the streets, attacking
with desperation and recklessness the
forces of Stalinist "law and order." The
workers' leaders, first branded as anarchists, hooligans and criminal ele-

ments, quite soon turned the tables on
the "strong-arm" bureaucrats, who scattered in fright before the mounting
anger which began to manifest itself in
cities and towns all over the country.
The workers, whose demands were
soon declared justified, were joined by
the intelligentsia—^by students and professors, by teachers and doctors, lawyers and artists—and even by generals
in the armed forces, all of whom loudly
demanded the return of Gomulka to the
leadership.
"Comrade Wieslaw"—as he was then
affectionately called—had spent the previous five or six years in detention and
had regained his liberty, together with
thousands upon thousands of other political prisoners, only a few months be-

by Tamara Deutscher
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fore. While he was in prison, his legend grew and expanded, and by the
time he was brought to power, amid
great enthusiasm and unbounded hopes,
different people expected very different
(and contradictory) things from him.
One must remember that 1956 was a
year of great political tremors: Stalin
was dead and Khrushchev had just delivered his not-so-secret speech denouncing the great tyrant, his misdeeds
and crimes. A strong libertarian wind
of change was blowing over Russia and
over the whole of Eastern Europe, a
wind, which, over Hungary, acquired
the force of a hurricane. When, on October 21, 1956, Gomulka became the
First Secretary of the Party, and his
friends and comrades—fully rehabil-

Wide World Photos

